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ABSTRACT: We combine results from copula theory with results from global sensitivity analysis, on one
hand investigating if classical measures of association and concordance can be used in a sensitivity context,
while on the other hand embedding sensitivity measures in a copula context. Graphical tools for visual sensitivity
analysis are presented. Empirical Bernstein copulas are used for numerical estimation of distribution-based
sensitivity measures.

1 INTRODUCTION

Copulas are an indispensable tool for modelling
dependence structures in mathematical finance and
other branches of computational statistics. In global
sensitivity analysis, one is interested in the converse:
Gaining insight into the dependence structure be-
tween in- and output of a (black box simulation)
model. Here distribution based sensitivity methods
are gaining more and more attention to overcome
the limitations of linear regression and variance-based
sensitivity measures. The invariance of distribution
based sensitivity measures under monotonic transfor-
mations Borgonovo et al. [2014] shows that these
measures can be stated in terms of copula theory. In
this article we combine results from copula theory
with global sensitivity analysis. We limit our discus-
sion to pairs (X,Y ) of random variables. For a sensi-
tivity analysis of model output one normally has mul-
tiple inputs available, so that such an analysis has to
be carried out multiple times for obtaining a ranking
list. Hence theX in the following discussion is a fixed
input factor of interest. By ignoring all other inputs in
the analysis, this implies that the approach is viable in
a dependent input setting. However, one can not dis-
criminate if the output uncertainty is then due to the
input interdependence or the model interaction.

2 COPULAS

For a bivariate random vector (X,Y ) the copula C
is defined implicitly as the function which satisfies
FXY (x, y) = C(FX(x), FY (y)). If the functional in-
verses of the marginal distributions exist, i.e. the dis-
tributions are strictly monotone and have no jump dis-

continuities, then C(u, v) = FXY (F−1X (u), F−1Y (v)).
In particular, C(u,0) = 0 = C(0, u) and C(u,1) =
u, C(1, v) = v. The copula density c is defined by
fXY (x,y)
fX(x)fY (y)

= c(FX(x), FY (y)) and satisfies c(u, v) =
∂2C
∂u∂v

(u, v). The density is nonnegative, c(u, v) ≥ 0
for all u, v ∈ [0,1]. If C is absolute continuous then
C(u, v) =

∫ u
0

∫ v
0
c(s, t) dtds.

The conditional copula is given by C(v|u) =∫ 1

0
c(u, v) dv = ∂C(u,v)

∂u
, the conditional copula den-

sity is simply c(u|v) = c(u, v) = c(v|u). Integration
by parts gives

∫ 1

0
vc(u, v) dv = 1−

∫ 1

0
C(v|u) dv and∫∫

[0,1]2
uvc(u, v) dudv =

∫∫
[0,1]2

C(u, v) dudv. More
details can be found in Nelsen [2006].
Let us denote the uniform transformations of X
and Y by U = FX(X) and V = FY (Y ), so that
U,V ∼ U [0,1]. X and Y are called comonotone
if U = V , they are called contramonotone if U =
−V . Associated with these two configurations are the
Fréchet-Hoeffding copulas M(u, v) = min{u, v} and
W (u, v) = max{u+ v − 1,0}. All bivariate copulas
C are bounded by W (u, v) ≤ C(u, v) ≤M(u, v).

3 A VARIETY OF MEASURES

In the statistics literature there is a vivid discussion
about measures of concordance/association, and co-
efficients of determination/goodness-of-fit. While the
exact terms are not clearly defined, there are wish-
lists or axioms for the properties of the associated
measures (e.g. Rényi [1959], Scarsini [1984], Taylor
[2007], van der Linde and Tutz [2008]).
In sensitivity analysis one is interested in measures of
association. Among practitioners, linear or rank linear



regression methods are predominant, however, these
are measures of concordance. First order effects, also
called correlation ratios, are a notable exception as
they measure association [Kruskal, 1958], see the dis-
cussion in Section 4.
As a notational reminder, the measures which are
discussed in the following and are based on rank-
transformed values are marked with an asterisk. This
creates some nonstandard notation, however there
seems not to be a commonly agreed notation to rely
upon.
Let us discuss some of the measures found in the lit-
erature. Kendall τ compares the concordance proba-
bility to the discordance probability [Nelson, 1991],

τ ∗ =

∫∫
R2

(
P(X<x,Y<y ∨X>x,Y >y)

−P(X<x,Y >y ∨X>x,Y<y)
)
fXY(x, y)dxdy

= 4

∫∫
[0,1]2

C(u, v)c(u, v) dudv− 1.

(1)

Spearman %∗ is the Pearson correlation coefficient of
U and V . Using the Hoeffding formula for the covari-
ance of two variables, which is given by

Cov(X,Y )=

∫∫
R2

(FXY (x, y)−FX(x)FY (y))dxdy

=

∫∫
[0,1]2

(C(u, v)− uv)dF−1X (u)dF−1Y (v),

(2)

on Cov(U,V ) we obtain a formula for Spearman %∗
in terms of copula,

%∗ =
Cov(U,V )√
V[U ]V[V ]

= 12

∫∫
[0,1]2

(C(u, v)− uv) dudv

= 12

∫∫
[0,1]2

C(u, v) dudv− 3

(3)

where E[U ] = E[V ] = 1
2

and V[U ] = V[V ] = 1
12

.
Scarsini [1984] uses for Spearman %∗ the expression

%∗ = 3

∫∫
[0,1]2

(2u− 1)(2v− 1)c(u, v) dudv (4)

which, after some manipulations, can be identified
with (3). Spearman %∗ is a measure of correlation,
but it may not be suited to detect stochastic depen-
dence. Based on this observation, refined indicators
have been investigated. Schweizer and Wolff [1981]
discuss the sigma index using the L1 norm

s∗ = 12

∫∫
[0,1]2
|C(u, v)− uv| dudv, (5)

its L2 variant (this Cramér/von Mises ω2-statistics
was introduced in Hoeffding [1948], see also Blum
et al. [1961], Schmid et al. [2010])

w∗ =

√
90

∫∫
[0,1]2

(C(u, v)− uv)2 dudv (6)

and its L∞ variant (normalized star discrepancy,
Niederreiter [1992])

D∗ = 4 max
[0,1]2
|C(u, v)− uv| . (7)

These are all special cases of the following approach.

Proposition 1. Suppose that the distance between
copulas C and D is measured by an Lp norm,

dp(C,D) = p

√∫∫
[0,1]2
|C(u, v)−D(u, v)|p dudv,

if p≥ 1 and d∞ = max[0,1]2 |C(u, v)−D(u, v)|. Then
a normalized measure of association for a copula C
is given by

γ∗p =
dp(C,Π)

dp(M,Π)
(8)

where Π(u, v) = uv is the product (independence)
copula.

For all copulas, one has dp(M,Π) ≥ dp(C,Π) and
dp(M,Π) = dp(W,Π). For p < ∞ the distance of
the independent copula to the co/contramonotone
copulas is given by dp(M,Π) = dp(W,Π) =

(p + 1)−2/p
(
2p+1
p

)−1/p
and limp→∞ dp(M,Π) = 1

4
=

d∞(M,Π).
The measures of (8) are 0 if and only if the associ-
ated random variables X and Y are independent, they
yield 1 in case of co- or contramonotone data.

4 RANK CORRELATION RATIO

In global sensitivity analysis the correlation ratio
[Pearson, 1905]

η =
V[E[Y |X]]

V[Y ]
(9)

which is also called main effect, Sobol’ first order in-
dex, etc., is a well-studied object [Saltelli et al., 2000].
However, it is only invariant with respect to affine lin-
ear output transformations. Let us replace X with U
and Y with V in order to create a version which is
invariant with respect to general monotonic transfor-
mations [Saltelli and Sobol’, 1995]. Note that the non-
parametric regression curve of V conditional toU = u



is given by

E[V |U = u] =

∫ 1

0

vc(u, v) dv

=
∂C

∂u
(u,1)−

∫ 1

0

∂C

∂u
(u, v) dv

= 1−
∫ 1

0

C(v|u) dv. (10)

Analogously to Spearman ρ∗ the rank correlation ratio
is then defined by

η∗ =
V[E[V |U ]]

V[V ]
= 12E[(E[V |U ]−E[V ])2]

= 3

∫ 1

0

(
1− 2

∫ 1

0

C(v|u) dv
)2

du.

(11)

As
∫∫

[0,1]2
C(v|u) dudv =

∫ 1

0
(C(1, v)−C(0, v)) dv =∫ 1

0
v dv = 1

2
we can further simplify (11)

η∗=3

∫ 1

0

(
1−4

∫ 1

0

C(v|u)dv

+4

(∫ 1

0

C(v|u)dv
)2)

du

=12

∫ 1

0

(∫ 1

0

C(v|u) dv
)2

du− 3.

(12)

Contrary to the indicators discussed in Section 3, (12)
is not symmetric. As it is a measure of the explanatory
power of the nonlinear regression curve symmetry is
not intended.
The reader may have guessed by now that η∗ is by
no means a newly discovered quantity. There is a di-
rect link to the Kruskal-Wallis test [Kleijnen and Hel-
ton, 1999]. Given a sample (ui, vi) ∈ { 1n ,

2
n
, . . . , n

n
}n×2

(scaled ranks, assuming no ties in the data) and parti-
tion size M the associated statistic is given by

H = (n− 1)

∑M
m=1 nm (v̄m − v̄)2∑n

i=1 (vi − v̄)2
,where

nm =
∑

i:Mui∈(m−1,m]

1, v̄m = n−1m
∑

i:Mui∈(m−1,m]

vi. (13)

and v̄ = 0.5 is the average of V . Now, (n− 1)−1H is
the estimator for η∗ of the pair (U,V ) already sug-
gested by Pearson [1905] using piecewise constant
step functions as regression model.

From Fréchet [1934] it follows that η∗ =
ρ2(V,E[V |U ]). As a consequence, if the non-
parametric regression curve is linear (i.e., the
dependence in the original data is monotonic) then
η∗ = ρ∗2.

5 DISTRIBUTION-BASED SENSITIVITY
METHODS

One drawback of the measures of Prop. 1 lies in the
fact that functional dependences between X and Y
other than co- and contra-monotonic are not well-
detected. For functional dependence we suggest to use
the rank correlation ratio (12), however this measure
is not uncovering stochastic dependences. Hence the
ideal measure should be positive-definite in the sense
that it vanishes if and only if X and Y are indepen-
dent and it should be equal to one if Y is a function of
X . But stochastic dependence is broader than func-
tional dependence and hence the measure might be
unity even if there is no functional dependence of Y
on X .
Instead of considering the copula directly as in Sec-
tion 3, one can compare the copula density c(u, v)
with the constant 1 [Wei et al., 2014], using Lp dis-
tances,

δ∗p(c) =

∫∫
[0,1]2
|c(u, v)− 1|p dudv. (14)

As the density of the independent copula
Π(u, v) = uv is the constant 1 we have δ∗p(π) = 0.
For the comonotone copula the density m
is singular and we obtain a Dirac δ mea-
sure along the diagonal m(u, v) = δ(u − v),
δ∗p(m) =

∫∫
[0,1]2
|δ(u− v)− 1|p dudv = 2

Conjecture 2. For all copula densities c, δ∗p(c) ≤ 2.

Replacing the underlying Lp norm in (14) by the
Kullback-Leibler discrepancy one obtains a so-called
negentropy/mutual information measure [Joe, 1989,
Blumentritt and Schmid, 2012].

θ∗ =

∫∫
[0,1]2

c(u, v) log c(u, v) dudv (15)

using the convention 0 log(0) = 0. The nonnegativity
θ∗ ≥ 0 follows from Jensen’s inequality.
As discussed in Borgonovo et al. [2013], distribution
based sensitivity measures are invariant under mono-
tonic transformations. As copula theory is the study of
properties invariant under increasing transformations
we may consider distribution based measures in a
copula framework. When rewriting the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov distance, the Kuiper discrepancy and the
Borgonovo measure [Plischke and Borgonovo, 2015]



in terms of U and V , they can be expressed as

β =

∫ 1

0

max
v∈[0,1]

|C(v|u)− v| du,

κ =

∫ 1

0

[
max
v∈[0,1]

(C(v|u)− v)

+ max
v∈[0,1]

(v−C(v|u))

]
du,

δ =
1

2

∫∫
[0,1]2
|c(u, v)− 1| dudv.

Here, only δ is symmetric with respect to u and v.
Both β and κ are closely related to the star dis-
crepancy (7). While D∗ is constructed from a two-
dimensional L∞ measure, β mixes one-dimensional
L∞ and L1 measures. Furthermore, κ uses a range
as a distance measure instead of the maximum of the
absolute values. These measures are independent un-
der monotone transformations of inputs or outputs.
Hence their rank-based starred versions coincide with
the originals. With respect to (14) we have δ = 0.5δ∗1 .
For each u ∈ [0,1], c(u, v) is a density in v. Hence we
can apply a theorem of Scheffé [Devroye and Györfi,
1985] which considers differences of densities,

δ =
1

2

∫∫
[0,1]2
|c(u, v)− 1| dv du

=

∫ 1

0

∫
v:c(u,v)≥1

(c(u, v)− 1) dv du.

(16)

Now, suppose that the set {v : c(u, v) ≥ 1} is an in-
terval (or the complement of an interval) with bound-
aries vbottom(u) and vtop(u) then these boundary points
satisfy c(u, v)− 1 = 0. Therefore they are (inner) ex-
treme points of v 7→ C(v|u)− v. If this interval case
holds for all u ∈ [0,1] then

δ =

∫ 1

0

(C(v|u)− v)
∣∣∣vtop(u)

vbottom(u)
du

=

∫ 1

0

(
max
v∈[0,1]

(C(v|u)− v)

− min
v∈[0,1]

(C(v|u)− v)

)
du = κ.

(17)

If for all u the function v 7→ C(v|u)− v has constant
sign then also κ = β.

6 SAMPLE-BASED INDICATORS AND
GRAPHICAL METHODS

For some of the presented indicators there are sample-
based estimators available. Especially, the Monte-
Carlo technique yields

∫∫
G(u, v)c(u, v) dudv ≈

n−1
∑n

i=1G(ui, vi) for bivariate functionsG and sam-
ples (ui, vi)i=1,...,n which follow the C copula distri-
bution. Hence (1) and (4) are well suited for this ap-
proach. Following Wei et al. [2013], we may write
(16) as 1

2

∫∫
|1− c−1(u, v)| c(u, v)dudv which also

shows the possibility of a MC estimator for δ. The em-
pirical copula Ĉ for the sample (ui, vi)i=1,...,n is given
by

Ĉ(u, v) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ui ≤ u}1{vi ≤ v}. (18)

With no ties, the order statistics of u and v satisfy
u(i) = v(i) = i

n
. A MC estimator of Kendall τ ∗ is

τ̂ ∗ =
1

n− 1

(
4

n∑
i=1

Ĉ(ui, vi)− (n+ 3)

)
. (19)

The constants are chosen in such way that τ̂ ∗ = C−D
C+D

where C is the number of concordant pairs and D is
the number of discordant pairs.
With computed values for the sample mean µn =
1
n

∑n
i=n

i
n

= n+1
2n

and the empirical variance s2n =
1

n−1
∑n

i=n

(
i
n
− µn

)2
= n+1

12n
we obtain

%̂∗MC =
1

ns2n

n∑
i=n

(ui − µn)(vi − µn)

=
12

n+ 1

n∑
i=1

(
ui −

n+ 1

2n

)(
vi −

n+ 1

2n

)
.

Using (18) to estimate %∗ from (4) gives

%̂∗ = 12

∫∫
[0,1]2

Ĉ(s, t) dsdt− 3

= −3 +
12

n

n∑
i=1

(1− ui)(1− vi).

Following the same line, Gaißer [2010] reports for the
square of (6) the so-called Warnock formula,

ŵ∗2 =
90

n2

n∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

(1−max{uj, uk})

· (1−max{vj, vk})

− 45

n

n∑
j=1

(1− u2j)(1− v2j ) + 10.

(20)

In Genest and Boies [2003] a graphical method is
suggested for the classification of empirical copulas
by comparing the area P(UV < ω) given by the ω
contour of the independent copula with an estimate
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Figure 1: Copula distance plots, 1023 QMC realisations.

from the empirical copula. Here, we choose a dif-
ferent approach for a visualisation technique. In par-
ticular, note that the unifying term in the indicators
of Spearman (3), Schweizer-Wolff (5), Hoeffding (6)
and the discrepancy (7) is C(u, v)− uv. In particular,
Ĉ(u, v) is a Monte-Carlo integral counting the relative
frequency of hits of the box area u · v. Hence compar-
ing the empirical copula and the product copula there-
fore has an obvious graphical interpretation.
Given a sample of X and Y the associated pairs
from the empirical marginal cdfs (ignoring tied
data) populate a Latin hypercube. Hence the pairs
(ui, Ĉ(ui, vi) − uivi) and (vi, Ĉ(ui, vi) − uivi) are
graphs of functions ϕ and ψ mapping { i

n
; i =

1, . . . , n} into [−0.25,0.25]. The average of (either of)
these functions yields 1

12
%∗, the absolute average 1

12
s∗,

the absolute maximum 1
4
D∗, etc.

Figure 1 shows these copula distance plots ϕ : ui 7→
Ĉ(ui, vi)− uivi and ψ : vi 7→ Ĉ(ui, vi)− uivi for the
Ishigami test function,

Y = sinX1 + 7 sin2X2 + 0.1X4
3 sinX1, (21)

with Xj ∼ U(−π,π) independently distributed. Here
parameter 4 is a dummy parameter which does not
enter into the calculations. It is immediately clear that
Spearman %∗ = 12

∫ 1

0
ϕ(u)du ≈ 0 for parameters 2, 3

and 4. The discrepancy (7) may also be read directly
off the graph using D∗ = 4 max1

u=0 |ϕ(u)|, yielding
D∗1 ≈ 4 · 0.10 = 0.40, D∗2 ≈ 4 · 0.045 = 0.18, D∗3 ≈
4 ·0.025 = 0.10 andD∗4 ≈ 0 for the dummy parameter.
We investigate the relation of the copula distance to
the cumulative sum of reordered normalized outputs
[Plischke, 2012] which is the absolute concentration
curve [Yitzhaki, 2003] of the normalized output Z =
Y−E[Y ]√
V[Y ]

, ACCX,Z : θ 7→
∫ F−1

X (θ)

−∞ E[Z|X = x]dFX(x).

We obtain a copula version by exchanging X and Z
with U and

√
3(2V − 1). Hence the empirical rank-

based cusunoro curve reduces to

csn∗ : [0,1]→ R, u 7→
√

3

n

∑
i:ui≤u

(2vi − 1)

=

√
3

n

n∑
i=1

1{ui ≤ u}(2vi − 1). (22)

Here ui controls which of the output realizations are
to be considered in the sum. Note that

∫ 1

0
Ĉ(u, v) dv =

1
n

∑n
i=1 1{ui ≤ u}(1− vi) and 1

n

∑n
i=1 1{ui ≤ u} ≈

u which implies that csn∗(u) ≈
√

12
∫ 1

0
(uv −

Ĉ(u, v)) dv. Hence the cusunoro curve is obtained
from the copula distance plot by changing sign and
scale and averaging out the dependence on V .
The further examination shows that the cusunoro
curve is related to the correlation ratio and therefore
to the Kruskal–Wallis test (13) by taking the mean
squared gradient. For rank correlation ratios we there-
fore have η∗ =

∫ 1

0
( d
du

cusunoro∗(u))2 du. From the
discussion following (22) we have the sample-based
representation

η̂∗ = 3

∫ 1

0

(
2
d

du

∫ 1

0

(uv− Ĉ(u, v)) dv
)2

du (23)

which can be immediately identified with (11).

7 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Normally, copulas are used to model dependence
structures. In this section we investigate if empiri-
cal copulas can be used to obtain estimators of the
measures discussed above. Starting with a sample
(X,Y ) ∈ R2×n and passing over to the marginal
empirical cumulative distribution functions (U,V ) ∈



[0,1]2×n (with no ties: u, v ∈ { 1
n
, 2
n
, . . . ,1}) the em-

pirical copula is given by (18). More advanced meth-
ods of estimating Ĉ are discussed in Schmid et al.
[2010]. In order to obtain a copula density estimate
we also use the Bernstein copula approach [Sancetta
and Satchell, 2004],

Cm(u, v) =
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

C( i
m
, j
m

)Pmi(u)Pmj(v) (24)

with Bernstein polynomials Pmk(t) =
(
m
k

)
tk(1 −

t)m−k, t ∈ [0,1]. If C is a copula then Cm is
also copula. However, for the empirical copula
Ĉ(1, t) 6= t 6= Ĉ(t,1) holds, hence Ĉm is only
an approximate copula. The Bernstein conditional
copula is Ĉm(v|u) =

∑
i

∑
j Ĉ( i

m
, j
m

)P ′mi(u)Pmj(v)
and the Bernstein copula density is given by
ĉm(u, v) =

∑
i

∑
j Ĉ( i

m
, j
m

)P ′mi(u)P ′mj(v). As the
Bernstein polynomial base is closed under differenti-
ation, P ′mk(u) =m (Pm−1,k−1(u)− Pm−1,k(u)) holds.
The Bernstein copula density has no singular part.
This causes problems if the original copula has a sin-
gular density as then the convergence of the Bern-
stein copula is slow, e.g., to obtain at least ±0.9
indicator levels for M and W given 4096 sim-
ple random samples a polynomial order of m ≈
200 is needed. For computing such high polyno-
mial degrees the transformation from the power-basis
{1, t, t2, t3, . . .} is ill-conditioned and it is advanta-
geous to use the recursion formula Pmk(t) = (1 −
t)Pm−1,k(t) + tPm−1,k−1(t) known as De Casteljau’s
algorithm.
We can now compare Ĉ with the product copula on
a regular grid. Figure 2 shows the empirical copulas
based upon a 32× 32 regular grid, the product copula
(in red) and the underlying dependogram (scatterplot
of ranks) for all parameters of the Ishigami test func-
tion. Parameter 4 is a dummy parameter, note that em-
pirical copula and independent copula are almost co-
incident. For parameters 2 and 3 Spearman %∗ reports
0 in Table 1, η∗ sees no functional dependence in pa-
rameter 3 while the discrepancy, SW and δ register a
dependence for both parameters. Note that for some
measures sample based formulas are available so that
the discretisation step suggested above is not needed,
see Section 6.
For Lp measures of Prop. 1 a direct
Monte Carlo estimation on a regular grid
1
m2

∑m
i=1

∑m
j=1

(
Ĉ
(
i
m
, j
m

)
− ij

m2

)p
is possible.

Here Ĉ(u, v) is given by (18). Differentiation of the
Bernstein copula yields estimates for η∗ and δ.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper offers a refreshingly new look on estab-
lished statistical facts and embeds them in a sensitiv-
ity analysis context. Some of the theoretical results

and estimators show their usefulness in a SA context.
They augment the toolbox of cheap methods/given
data methodology for global sensitivity analysis con-
siderably. Table 2 synthesizes our findings. It is clear
to see that there is no all-in-one method that provides
all information in just one number.
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